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Chinese Economic Coercion Against Taiwan
Morrison speaks out against China’s ‘economic coercion’ at Davos. ... Australia has been the target of Chinese tariffs on key agricultural exports, ...
economic coercion.” ...
Morrison speaks out against China’s ‘economic coercion’ at Davos | Scott Morrison ...
The U.S. passed the Taiwan Relations Act in 1979 after cutting off their diplomatic ties with China, promising that the US would "maintain the
capacity of the United States to resist any resort to force or other forms of coercion that would jeopardize the security, or the social or economic
system, of the people on Taiwan," and subsequently than US President Reagan made "six assurances" and ...
Amid Ukraine crisis, US, Europe fears possible Chinese offensive against Taiwan, World ...
A Chinese official has openly declared that Beijing has singled out Australia for economic punishment, saying the federal government cannot profit
from China while "smearing" it.
Chinese official declares Beijing has targeted Australian goods as economic punishment ...
The foreign ministers called on like-minded countries to join forces against Chinese economic coercion. (Lukas Coch/AAP Image via AP) Australian
Foreign Affairs Minister Marise Payne, right, and Lithuania's counterpart Gabrielius Landsbergis hold a press conference at Parliament House in
Canberra, Australia, Wednesday, Feb. 9, 2022.
Australia, Lithuania to unite in countering China pressures | AP News
The U.S. passed the Taiwan Relations Act in 1979 after cutting off their diplomatic ties with China, promising that the US would "maintain the
capacity of the United States to resist any resort to force or other forms of coercion that would jeopardize the security, or the social or economic
system, of the people on Taiwan," and subsequently ...
Ukraine crisis: US, Europe fear possible Chinese offensive against Taiwan | News24
The U.S. passed the Taiwan Relations Act in 1979 after cutting off their diplomatic ties with China, promising that the US would "maintain the
capacity of the United States to resist any resort to force or other forms of coercion that would jeopardize the security, or the social or economic
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system, of the people on Taiwan," and subsequently ...
Amid Ukraine crisis, US, Europe fear possible Chinese offensive against Taiwan
The Wall Street Journal reported that Taiwan has been "ground zero" for economic espionage related to its integrated circuit fabrication industry. In
a review of ten prosecutions for technology-related thefts in Taiwan, WSJ found that nine of those cases involved technology transfer to China. An
employee of Nanya Technology Corp. allegedly stole designs for dynamic random-access memory (DRAM ...
Chinese intelligence activity abroad - Wikipedia
The foreign ministers called on like-minded countries to join forces against Chinese economic coercion. (Lukas Coch/AAP Image via AP) Australian
Foreign Affairs Minister Marise Payne, right, and Lithuania's counterpart Gabrielius Landsbergis hold a press conference at Parliament House in
Canberra, Australia, Wednesday, Feb. 9, 2022.
Australia, Lithuania to unite in countering China pressures | AP News
But economic flexibility backed by political consensus is the best first line of defence. alan.beattie@ft.com Get alerts on Chinese trade when a new
story is published
Australia offers timely lessons in resisting Chinese trade coercion | Financial Times
The guiding framework for U.S.-Taiwan relations is the 1979 Taiwan Relations Act (TRA), which provides that any acts of aggression or coercion
against Taiwan would be a matter “of grave concern ...
To advance democracy, defend Taiwan and Ukraine | The Hill
Transcript: Preserving Peace in the Taiwan Strait. H.R. McMaster & Patrick M. Cronin. View Transcript PDF. Following is the full transcript of the
Hudson Institute event titled Preserving Peace in the Taiwan Strait. Disclaimer: This transcript is based off of a recorded video conference and
breaks in the stream may have resulted in mistranscriptions in the text.
Transcript: Preserving Peace in the Taiwan Strait - by H.R. McMaster Patrick M. Cronin
Wen-Ti Sung, a lecturer on international relations and China studies at the Australian National University, said Taiwan was likely to impose economic
sanctions against Russia via two major approaches.
Taiwan joins international sanctions against Russia over Ukraine invasion - scmp.com
On the other hand, Chinese President Xi Jinping reaffirmed “peaceful unification” with Taiwan on the 100th anniversary of the Chinese Communist
Party (CCP). The Taiwan issue did not find much traction in Australia in the past, but this had changed last year after Defence Minister Peter Dutton
made strong statements.
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